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Suppose that G is a simply transitive primitive permutation group on a finite set 
such that for a in ~ the stabilizer G a is 2-transitive on one of its orbits F(a) in .Q 
of length v > 2. Peter J. Cameron showed that G,~ has another orbit related to F(a) 
of length v(v -  1)/l~ 2v. Here we show that under certain extra, fairly natural, 
conditions (including the assumptions that G,~ is not faithful on F(a)), G,~ has a 
third orbit of length greater than v(v -  I), and obtain strong restrictions on the 
length of this orbit when G~ is more than 2-transitive on F(a). In fact if G rt'~) ~_A v 
and G o is not faithful on F(a) we show that either the third orbit has length 
V(V -- 1) 2, or G is S2v_ ~ or A2v_ 1 acting as an automorphism group of the odd 
graph 0~, where the set of points is identified with O and the set of points adjacent 
to a is precisely F(a). 
Suppose that G is a simply transitive permutation group on a finite set ~O 
such that for a in .(2 the stabilizer G~ of a acts 2-transitively on one of its 
orbits F(a) in .O, where IF(a)l = v > 2. Under these assumptions Peter J. 
Cameron (generalizing an old result of  Manning [13]), showed that 
F o F* (a )  = {a; fl E ~2, F(a) ~ F(fl) ve 4, a :/: fl} is an orbit of G~ of length 
v(v -1) / l>~ 2v, and found stronger restrictions on l when G rt~) is more 
highly transitive (see [3, 4]). Also under these assumptions Knapp [12], and 
B/irker and Knapp [2] obtained information about the structure of G~. In 
this paper we assume that G,~ does not act faithfully on F(a) and, using a 
combination of the methods of Cameron, and Bfirker and Knapp, we 
investigate a third orbit of G,~. First we formalise our assumptions and 
notation. 
Hypothesis A. G is a simply transitive primitive permutation group on a 
finite set .(2. For  a E Q, G~ has an orbit F(a) in .Q of  length IF(a)[ = v > 2 
on which it is 2-transitive and not faithful. 
Notation. (a) If G is a permutation group on .Q there is a natural 
action Of G on the cartesian product ~2 • .(2 (namely if a, fl E .(2 and g E G 
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then (a, fl) g is defined as (a g, fig)). The orbits of G in a9 X ~2 are called 
orbitals of G and a union of orbitals is called a generalized orbital. If F is a 
generalized orbital then F* = {(fl, a); (a, f l )~F} is the generalized orbital 
paired with F, and if F= F*, F is called self-paired. If F and A are 
generalized orbitals then F o A = {(a, fl); there exists 7 E ~Q with (a, 7) G F, 
(7, f l)E A, and a 4= fl} is also a generalized orbital. If G is transitive on ~Q 
and a E~ then the correspondence of an orbital F with the set 
F(a) = {fl; (a, f l )E F} is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of 
orbitals of G and the set of Go-orbits in ~. 
(b) If F is an orbital of G, the F-graph is the regular directed graph 
whose point set is ~Q and whose edges are precisely the ordered pairs in F. If 
F is self-paired, the F-graph can be regarded as an undirected graph. A 
connected component of the F-graph is a block of imprimitivity for G; G is 
primitive if and only if the F-graph is connected for each orbital F of G 
except {(a, a); a C ~} (see [9] (1.12)). 
(c) If F is an orbital of G and a E ~ we denote by K(a), K*(a) the 
subgroups of G o fixing F(a), F*(a) pointwise, respectively. 
(d) A permutation group G on ~Q is said to be quasiprimitive on ~ if 
every nontrivial normal subgroup of G is transitive on g2. G is 2- 
quasiprimitive on a'2 if G is transitive on a'2 and, for a in ~Q, G~ is 
quasiprimitive on ~2-  {a}. 
(e) Most other notation follows the conventions of [18]. We will 
sometimes refer to the alternating and symmetric groups on a set X as Alt X 
and Sym X, respectively. If G is a group and p is a prime Op(X) denotes the 
largest normal p-subgroup of G. 
Very often if Hypothesis A is satisfied the following Hypothesis B is also 
satisfied. 
Hypothesis B. For (a, fl) E F, ]Fo F*(a)[ = IF* o F(a)l = v(v -- 1), K(a) 
is transitive on F* ( f l ) -  {a}, and K*(fl) is transitive on F(a) -  {fl}. 
The first result gives many examples for which this is true. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that Hypothesis A is satisfied. 
(a) I f  both G rt~') and G r*~')~ are 2-quasiprimitive then Hypothesis B is 
true. 
(b) I f  G rt'~) is one of the known 2-transitive groups then 
(i) Hypothesis B is true, or 
(ii) G r~') has a regular normal subgroup, or 
(iii) G r~) is a normal extension of PSU(3, q) or PSL(r, q) in their 
natural representations for some r >t 3 and prime power q. 
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(c) I f  G 2~) is a simple group then 
(i) Hypothesis B is true, or 
(ii) v is even and if fl E F(a) then ~r~) has a nontrivial noneyelie 
abelian normal p-subgroup, for some odd prime p, which acts semiregularly 
on F (a ) -  {fl}, 
(iii) Gr~ ~) is PSU(3, q) or PSL(r, q) in their natural representations 
for some r >/3 and prime power q. 
Remarks. After proving Theorem 1 in the first section we shall discuss 
the situation where Hypothesis A is true and Gr~ "~) is a normal extension of 
PSU(3, q) or PSL(r,q), r>/3 ;  see Lemmas 1.9 and 1.10. There was a 
mistake in the proof of Theorem 1 of [17]. A modified (and correct) 
statement of this result is proved as Lemma 1.11. 
If we now assume that Hypotheses A and B are true we can show that for 
all but one group, G~(a E f2) has an orbit in .Q of length greater than 
v(v -  1), and we obtain information about this orbit similar to the infor- 
mation which Peter J. Cameron obtained about F o F*(a) in [4]. 
THEOREM 2. I f  Hypotheses A and B are true then G~(a E ~)  is tran- 
sitive on F3(a ) ~-  (F o F* o F)(a) --F(a) of degree v(v - 1)2/k where either 
(a) G is S 5 acting on the set of unordered pairs of distinet points of a 
set of size 5, and v = k + 1 = 3, or 
(b) k < v -  1 and k divides v (v -  1). 
Remarks. This theorem will be proved in Section 2. In case (a), F is self- 
paired, F3(a ) = F o F(a), and the F-graph is isomorphic to the odd graph 0 3 
(that is the set of points are subsets of size 2 of a set of size 5 and two points 
are joined if and only if the corresponding subsets are disjoint). 
If 2 < k < v - 1 then G,~ is an automorphism group of a nondegenerate 
balanced incomplete block design ~ with F(a) as the point set, F3(a ) as the 
block set, and such that a point fl ~ F(a) is incident with a block 6 ~ F3(a ) if 
and only if (fl, 6 )~ F* o F. This design is discussed in Section 2. We get 
stronger bounds on k if G r~) is more highly transitive. 
THEOREM 
(a) I f  





3. Suppose that Hypotheses A, and B are true and that v >/4. 
G~ is 4-transitive on F(a) then k is 1 or 2. 
G~ is 3-transitive on F(a) then 
k is 1 or 2, or 
v - 4(2 + 1), k= 2(2 + 1),for some positive integer 2, or 
v : (2 -+- 1)(22 q- 52 + 5), k = (2 + 1)(2 + 2) for some positive 
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This theorem will be proved in Section 3. In cases (b)(ii) and (iii) G,~ is an 
automorphism group of a symmetric 3-design which is 3-transitive on the set 
of points. The design is discussed in Section 3, and a discussion of the 
existence of such designs can be found in [11, Section 9]. Finally if G r('~ 
contains the alternating roup we get the following result. 
THEOREM 4. Suppose that Hypothesis A is satisfied and that 
G rt~) ~ A v. Then either 
ol  
(a) Ir3(a)l = v(v -  1) 2, or 
(b) G is A2v_~ or $2~_~, F is self-paired, and the F-graph is the odd 
graph 0~. 
Recall that the odd graph 0o has the subsets of size v - 1 of a set of size 
2v - 1 as points, and two points are joined by an edge if and only if the 
corresponding subsets are disjoint. Theorem 4 will be proved in Section 4. 
1. A DISCUSSION OF HYPOTHESIS B AND A PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
It is straightforward to prove Theorem l(a) so we shall do that first. 
Proof of Theorem l(a). Assume that Hypothesis A is satisfied and that 
G~ is 2-quasiprimitive on F(a). By [12, Theorem 3.2] G r(~) -~ G r*(~) so that 
[K*(a)[=lK(a)l > 1. Let f iEF(a) .  Then K*(fl) is a nontrivial normal 
subgroup of G,~ which, by [12, Theorem 5.2(3a)], acts nontrivially on 
F(a) - {fl}. Since G,~ is quasiprimitive on F(a) -- {fl}, K*(fl) is transitive on 
F(a) -- {fl}. By [12, Theorem 5.2(3b)] IF o F*(a)l = v(v - 1). Similarly if G,~ 
is 2-quasiprimitive on F*(a) and f iEF(a) ,  then K(a) is transitive on 
F*(fl) - {a}. Thus Theorem l(a) is proved. 
Before discussing and proving the other parts of Theorem 1 we give a list 
of the known 2-transitive groups which do not have a regular normal 
subgroup (see [11, p. 85-86]) (see List 1.1). 
From the work of Peter J. Cameron and Wolfgang Knapp we obtain 
immediately the following information relating to the proof of Theorem 1. 
(1.2) LEMMA. Assume that Hypothesis A is true and that G r~) is either 
a simple group or one of the known 2-transitive groups with no regular 
normal subgroup. Then 
(a) G r*(~)_~ ~ v~tT, r(~), G~ is 2-transitive on F*(a), and K(a)= K*(a). 
(b) Let fl E F(a). Then E(a, fl) = K(a) ~ K(fl) is either trivial or a p- 
group where p is a loeal prime of ~rt~) and of ~r*t~) (that is ~r(,~) and 
" - 'aS  " a~ " a3  
Gr*(~) have nontrivial normal p-subgroups). 
aS 
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LIST OF KNOWN 2-TRANSITIVE PERMUTATION GROUPS G OF DEGREE V; 
WHERE G HAS NO REGULAR NORMAL SUBGROUP 
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Group G Degree v 
1 S,,A~ v>~5 
2 PSL(2, q) <~ G <~ PFL(2, q) v = q + 1 >~ 5, 
q a prime power 
3 PSL(r, q) <<. G <~erL(r, q) v = (qr _ 1)/(q - 1), 
q a prime power, r ~> 3 
4 PSU(3, q) <<. G <~ PFU(3, q) v = q3 + 1 > 9, 
q a prime power 
5 R(q) ~ G ~ Aut R(q) v = q3 + 1, 
where R(q) is a group of Ree type q = 32m+1 ~> 3 
6 Sz(q) <<. G <~ Aut Sz(q) v = q2 + 1, 
q = 22m+~ >~ 8 
7 Sp(2m, 2) v = 2m-~(2 m :1: I)~> 6 
8 The Mathieu groups M~,, and Aut  M22 v = 11, 12, 22, 23, 24 
9 M n v = 12 
10 PSL(2, 11) v - -  11 
11 A 7 v= 15 
12 HiS v = 176 
13 Co 3 v = 276 
Proof The proof follows from [12, Theorems 3.2, 3.5, and 4.11 ]. 
Immediately from Lemma 1.2(a) we deduce: 
: t  r, rt~) o f  the groups in (1.3) COROLLARY. Theorem l(b) is true v ~'~ is one 
lines l, 2, 7, 8, 9, 10, l l ,  12, or 13 of List 1.1. 
Proof By Lemma 1.2, G rt~)~ - G r*t~) and G~ is 2-transitive on F*(a) of 
degree v. As all representations of degree v of the groups in lines 1, 2, 7, 8, 
9, 10, 11, 12, 13 are 2-quasiprimitive, Hypothesis B is true by Theorem l(a). 
Of the remaining 2-transitive groups in List 1.1, extensions of Suzuki 
groups and groups of Ree type have been dealt with effectively by Bfirker 
and Knapp. 
:~" f~r(a) (1.4) LEMMA~. Theorem l(b) is true v '-% is a normal extension of a 
Suzuki group or a group of Ree type. 
Proof Assume that Hypothesis A is true and that G n~) is a normal 
extension of Sz(q) for q=22m+1~>8 or of a group of Ree type R(q) 
for q=32m+l~>3. By [12, Theorems 2.6 and 3.5], if f lEE(a) ,  
~r*o) with G,~--Grt~)/~ r:-r*t~) is the direct product of G rt'~) and ,~,~a
amalgamated factor group isomorphic to a section of the outer 
automorphism group of Sz(q), R(q), respectively (for a definition of this 
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direct product see the remark following Lemma 1.7). It follows that K(a) has 
a normal subgroup acting regularly on F(a) - {//}, and similarly that K*~)  
is transitive on f * ( f l ) -{a} .  By [12, Theorem 5.2(3)(b)], Iror*(a)l= 
v(v -  1). Thus Hypothesis B is true. 
Thus Theorem l(b) follows from 1.3 and 1.4. Next we use Lemma 1.2 
together with standard results on 2-transitive groups and a result of Bfirker 
and Knapp to prove Theorem l(c). 
(1.5) LEMMA. Assume that Hypothesis A is true and that G r(~) is a 
simple group. Then either Hypothesis B is true or 
(i) v is even and if fl E F(a) then G r~) has a nontrivial noncyelie a3 
abeIian normal p-subgroup, for some odd prime p, acting semiregutarly on 
r(a)- {fl}; 
(ii) Gr~ ) is PSU(3, q) or PSL(r, q) in its natural representation for 
some prime power q, and some r >/3. 
Proof Let fl E F(a). By Lemma 1.2 either E(a, fl) = K(a) ~ K(/3) is 
trivial or E(a, fl) is a p-group and ~rt~) has a nontrivial normal p-subgroup, ~a13 
~r(a) must for some prime p. Suppose first that E(a, fl) is nontrivial. Then ,,,~ 
have a nontrivial abelian normal p-subgroup say N. If N is not semiregular 
on F(a) -  {/3} then G r{") ~_PSL(r, q) where q is a power o fp  and r>/3, by 
[14]. So assume that N is semiregular on F(a) -  {fl}. If INI is even then by 
[6] Gr~ {~ is PSL(2, q), Sz(q), or PSU(3, q) where q is a power of 2. In the 
first two cases Hypothesis B is true by Corollary 1.3 and Lemma 1.4, 
respectively. So assume that p is odd. If N is cyclic then by a result of 
Aschbacher and O'Nan (see [11, 5B(3)]), G r~) is PSL(2, q), or PSU(3, q) 
where q is a power of p, or PFL(2 ,8 )=R(3)  where p=3.  Again 
Hypothesis B is true in the first and third cases by Corollary 1.3 and 
Lemma 1.4. So assume that N is not cyclic. By f16, Theorem B t it follows 
that v is even. Thus Lemma 1.5 is true if E(a, f l )~ 1. 
Assume that E(a, f l)= 1. We wish to apply Korollar 1.2 of [2]. All the 
conditions are satisfied unless ~r*t~) has nontrivial centre. If the centre of 
Gr '~  is nontrivial then, since G r(~ ~- ~r*(~) Gr~) has a nontrivial abelian 
normal subgroup and by the arguments of the previous paragraph, 
Lemma 1.5 is true. Thus we may assume that all conditions of [2, 
- ,  c:r*(~) and it follows that Korollar 1.2] are satisfied. Hence G~ ~-t'7rt~)X ~ , 
K(a) is transitive on F(a) - {fl} and K*(fl) is transitive on / ' * ( f l ) -  {a}. By 
[12, Theorem 5.2 (3)(b)], IFo F*(a)I = v(v -- 1) and so Hypothesis B is true. 
The proof of Theorem 1 is completed by Lemma 1.5. However, for a 
satisfactory discussion of this problem we should consider the cases where 
G rt'*) is a normal extension of PSU(3, q) and PSL(r, q), r ~> 3, more closely. 
If, for (a, fl) E F, E(a, fl) = K(a) ~ K*(/3) is trivial then we are able to apply 
the result f21 Theorem 1.1 of Bfirker and Knapp to show that Hypothesis B
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is true. By proving a small generalization of this result of Bfirker and Knapp 
we can derive Hypothesis B if E(a, fl) is only assumed to be a normal 
subgroup of G~. Thus the derivability (or truth?) of Hypothesis B seems to 
depend more on the action of G~ on F(a)U F o F*(a) than on the structure 
of G o. First, however, we prove the following result, which indicates the 
somewhat special nature of the groups PSL(r, q), r >/3, in our situation. 
(1.6) LEMMA. Assume that Hypothesis A is true and let (a, fl) E F. Then 
one of the following is true, where E(a, fl) = K(a) N K*(fl). 
(a) E(a, fl) is a normal subgroup of G o. 
(b) E(a, fl) is not a normal subgroup of G~ but I F o F*(ct)I = v(v - 1), 
(c) PSL(r, q) ~_ G r~) ~_ PFL(r, q) in its natural representation on the 
points of the projective space, where r>/3 and q is a prime power; 
IFoF*(a) l=v(v- -1) / (q  + 1), and if 6E FoF*(a)  then F(a)NF(6)  is a 
line of the projective space. 
Proof Suppose that E ---- E(a, fl) is not a normal subgroup of G~ and that 
]Fo F*(a)] < v(v -- 1). Then for some fl' E F(a) - {fl}, E acts nontrivially on 
F*(fl'). Since G,~ is transitive on F(a) -- tilt, E is nontrivial on/'*(,8') for all 
fl' ~ F(~) -- {fl}- As IF o F*(a)l < v(v - 1) there is a point fl' E F(a) -- {fl} 
such that ]F*(f l)~F*(f l ' )]  > 1. Then K(a) r*~') is a nontrivial normal 
subgroup of G r*~') containing E r't~') As K(a) fixes fl and fl', Ot~ I 
F* ( f l )nF* ( f l ' ) - -{at  is a nonempty union of orbits of K(a) which is fixed 
pointwise by E. Thus K(a) does not act faithfully on its orbits in 
F*(fl') - {a}, and so by [15, Proposition 4], G~, *t~') is a normal extension of 
PSL(r, q) in its natural representation for some r >/3 and prime power q. As 
G r~ ~_ G r*t~) we may assume that G rt~) is a normal extension of PSL(r, q) a 
in its action on the points of the projective space. By [17] (where the 
incorrect result, Lemma 1, is not used until Proposition 7), I Fo  F*(a)i---- 
v(v + 1)/l where 
(i) 1 = 2, or 
(ii) l=q  and for f i~FoF*(a ) ,  F(fi)C3F(a) is a line with a point 
removed, or 
(iii) l = q + 1 and for ~ E F o F*(a), F(~) n F(a) is a line. 
Suppose that l=  2. Let ~ E F o F*(a) and let F ( f i )nF (a )= {fl, 7}. Then 
F* (B)~F*(7)= ta, 3} and Gol~,v~ = G~.  Since K(a)  fixes fl and 7, K(a) 
fixes ft. Thus K(a) fixes FoF*(a)  pointwise which contradicts [12, 
Theorem 5.2 (3)(a)]. 
Suppose that l=q.  Let f iCFoF* (a )  and let f iEF (a )  be such that 
{fl} U (F(fi) n F(a)) is a line L of the projective space. The action of G o on 
Fo  F*(a) is equivalent o the action of G~ on {(B,L); f ie  F(a), L a line, 
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fl E L }. If 7 E F(a) ~ F(6) then K(a) ~ G,,~v ~_ G~a L= G~ and it follows 
that K(a) fixes F oF*(a) pointwise. This contradicts [12, 
Theorem 5.2 (3)(a)]. 
Thus l = q + 1 and Lemma 1.6 is proved. (Note that we cannot use a 
similar argument to eliminate this case as the action of G~ on the set of lines 
of the projective space is equivalent to its action of blocks of imprimitivity of 
length q in F o F*(a).) 
Next we derive a generalization of [2, Theorem 1.1 ] of Bfirker and Knapp. 
(1.7) LEMMA. Let G be a transitive permutation group on a finite set 
and let F be an orbital of G such that for a in ~, G r~) is quasiprimitive and 
IF(a)[ > 1. Let (a, f l )EF  and assume that ~r*t~) satisfies the following ~ ot~ 
hypothesis. 
(*) For each nontrivial normal subgroup N of X = r:.r*~m such that 
Cx(N ) r l, the factor group X/NCx(N ) is not isomorphic to a factor group of 
G rt~) of order less than G r(~) I. 
Further, let L=O {K*(fl);flEF(a)} be the subgroup of G~ fixing 
F o F*(a) pointwise and suppose that 
(**) G ~ has a normal subgroup M such that L c M ~_ K(a), L r M, 
and the centralizer of M/L in G JL  is not contained in K(a)/L. 
Then either 
(a) L = K*(fl) for fl E F(a), or 
(b) GJL  is isomorphic to G r(~ )x GJC,  the direct product of G rr 
and G JC  with amalgamated factor group isomorphic to GJK(a)C, where 
C is the normal subgroup of G~ containing L such that C/L is the centralizer 
of M/L in GJL .  Further (i) CNK(a)=L ,  and ( i i ) fo r  fiEF(a), 
C a c_ K*(fl) and G JC  ~- G~3/C3 has a factor group G~/K*(fl) = ~r*ta) x-set ~ 9 
DEFINITION. If A, B, C are groups and a, fl are epimorphisms of A, B 
onto C, respectively, then the direct product of A and B with amalgamated 
factor group C is defined as A/~ B = {(a, b); a E A, b G B, a(a) = fl(b)}. 
Before proving Lemma 1.7 we derive a corollary of it which has the result 
of Biirker and Knapp as an immediate consequence. 
(1.8) COROLLARY. Suppose that G, F are as in Lemma 1.7 and that 
assumption (*) is satisfied. Suppose further, for (a, f l)EF, that 
E(a, f l )=K(a)~K*(f l )  is a normal subgroup of G,. Then either 
E(a, fl)=K(a), or E(a, fl)=K*(fl), or GJE(a, fl) is isomorphic to 
r:.r*t~) with amalgamated Grt~) I ~r*~) the direct product of G r~') and ,~  
- a  A va#,  , - -a  
factor group of order less than ,., ~r*(~) I. 
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Proof of Corollary 1.8. As E(a, fl) is normal in G,~, E(a, fl)= L and it 
follows that K(a)/L is centralized by K*(fl)/L. Thus if L :/:K(a) and 
L ~:K*(fl) then condition (**) of Lemma 1.7 is satisfied with M=K(a). 
Thus Lemma 1.7(b) is true, and in this case Ca=K*( f l  ) so that G,~/C~- 
G~,a/Ca = G~a/K*(fl)=~r*ca)'~,~a ' Finally the amalgamated factor group 
GJK(a)C has order less than ]G,~/C[ since C ~= K(a). Thus Corollary 1.8 is 
proved. 
Proof of Lemma 1.7. Assume that L =/=K*(fl) for fl EF(a).  Let C be the 
normal subgroup of G,, containing L such that C/L is the centralizer in 
GJL  of M/L, where M is a subgroup satisfying (**). By (**), CC/=K(a). 
Let H=MC~G~a=MC a. Since G r"~) is quasiprimitive and crc~)= 
CK(a)/K(a) is a nontrivial normal subgroup, C is transitive on F(a). Hence 
G~, = G~C, where fl E F(a), and so GJMC = G~aC/MC = G~,aMC/MC 
G~a/MC a= G~/H. Thus G,~a/H is isomorphic to a factor group of G rc~) of 
order less than G rc~) 
Now consider X--- nr*ca) with its normal subgroup M r-ca) If M r-ca) 1 
~oza 9 
then McK*(f l )  and as G~ is transitive on F(a) it follows that 
M ___ 0 {K*(fl); fl E F(a)} = L contrary to assumption (**). Thus M r-ca) =/= 1. 
Let Y be the normal subgroup of G~a containing K*(fl) such that 
yr*ca)= Cx(Mr*ca)). We claim that Ca_c Y: Let g E C~ and x E M and 
consider g-lxgK*(fl); as gE C a, [x, g]= x-Xg- lxgEL ~K*(fl) so that 
g-lxgK*(fl)=xK*(fl), that is g~Y.  Thus Cac_Y. Now consider 
Gr*ca)/~,tr*ca)vr*ca) G~JMY. Since MY~_MC a = H, G~a/MY is a factor 
group of G~a/H which is isomorphic to a factor group of G re'*) of order less 
than rc~) ]G~, I. It follows from assumption (*) that yr*ca)= 1, that is, 
Y = K*(fl), and hence K*(fl) ~ C a . 
c a/K = . Thus GJC= G~aC/C~ G~JC a has a factor group , r'ca) 
Also C ~ K(a) = 0 {Ca O K(a); fl E F(a)} c 0 {K*(fl) O K(a); fl E F(a)} - 
L c_ C ~ K(a) so that C ~ K(a) = L. It is then straightforward to show that 
Gr is isomorphic to G,,/K(a)/~ G,~/C with amalgamated factor group 
G,~/K(a)C. Thus Lemma 1.7 is proved. 
Finally we use these results to obtain information about the structure of 
G~ in the two exceptional cases of Theorem 1 (that is parts (b) (iii) and 
(c)(iii)). 
(1.9) LEMMA. Assume that Hypothesis A is true and Hypothesis B is not 
true, and that PSU(3, q) c_ G r(~) ~_ Aut PSU(3, q) in its natural represen- 
tation, where q is a power of a prime p. Let (a, fl) E 1". Then 
(a)  I r  o r * (a ) l  = v(v  - 1), 
(b) K(a) is a p-group; K(a) = Op(G~), 
(c) E(a, fl)= K(a)('3 K*(fl) is not normal in G~ ; the action of G~, on 
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F(a) is equivalent to the action of G, on the set {E(a, f l ) ; f lEF(a)} by 
conjugation. 
(d) G~, G~,s, and G~/L are strongly p-constrained where L= 
N {r*@; fl ~ r(a)}. 
Remarks. We have more technical information about G~, namely, the 
negation of condition (**) of Lemma 1.7. 
A group G is said to be strongly p-constrained for some prime p, if 
CG(Ov(G)) _ OAG). 
Proof It is easy to check that condition (*) of Lemma 1.7 is satisfied. 
Suppose that condition (**) of Lemma 1.7 is also satisfied. Then 
G,/L~-Gr(~)/~G~/C,  with amalgamated factor group G~/K(a)C, is 
isomorphic to a subgroup of the outer automorphism group of PSU(3, q). It 
follows that K(a) is transitive on F*(f l ) -  {a} and similarly that K*(fl) is 
transitive on F(a) -  {fl}. By [12, Theorem 5.2 (3)(b)], IF o F*(a)] = v(v - 1) 
so that Hypothesis B is true, which contradicts our assumptions. Thus 
condition (**) of Lemma 1.7 does not hold. In particular E(a, fl) is not 
normal in G~, so that E(a, fl) is nontrivial, and [FoF*(a) [=v(v- -1)  by 
Lemma 1.6. By [12, 3.5 and 4.12[, E(a, fl) is a p-group and G~ and G~ are 
strongly p-constrained. As G~s is transitive on F(a) -{ f l}  the subgroups 
E(a, fl'), fl' E F(a) are all distinct and it is easy to check that the actions of 
G~ on F(a) and on {E(a, fl); fl C F(a)} by conjugation are equivalent. 
If K(a) is transitive on F*(fl) -- {a} then K*(fl) is transitive on F(a) -- {fl} 
and Hypothesis B is true. Thus K(a) is intransitive on F*(f l ) -  {a} and it is 
fairly easy to check that [K(a)r*~s)l = q. Hence K(a) is a p-group and indeed 
K(a) = op(a~). As (**) of Lemma 1.7 is not true CG~/L(K(a)/L) c_K(a)/L, 
that is, G~,/L is strongly p-constrained. Thus Lemma 1.9 is proved. 
(1.10) LEMMA. Assume that Hypothesis A is true and Hypothesis B is 
not true and that PSL(r, q) c_ G rt~') c PFL(r, q) in its representation on the 
points of the projective space, where r >/3 and q is a power of a prime p. Let 
(a, fl) E F. Then 
(a) either IF o F*(a)] = v(v - 1), or IF o F*(a)[ = v(v -- 1)/(q + 1) and 
if 5 E F o 1-'*(a) then F(a) n F(fi) is a line of the projective space; 
(b) E(a, fl) = K(a) n K*(fl) is a nontrivial p-group, not normal in G~, 
and the action of G~ by conjugation on the set {E(a, f l ) : f lEF(a)} is 
equivalent o the action of G~ on F(a); 
(c) G~, G~ and G~/L are strongly p=constrained, where L = 
N {K*@; fl e r(a)t. 
Proof It is shown in [17, Lemma 1] that condition (*) of Lemma 1.7 is 
true. Assume that condition (**) of Lemma 1.7 is also true. Then as in the 
proof of Lemma 1.9, we find that Hypothesis B is true contrary to our 
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assumptions. Thus condition (**) is not true. In particular part (a) of 
Lemma 1.10 is true by Lemma 1.6, E(a,/?) is a nontrivial p-group, and G~ 
and G,~ are strongly p-constrained (see [12, 3.5 and 4.12]). Also as Go~ is 
transitive on F(a) -- {/?} the subgroups E(a, /?' ), /?' E F(a), are all distinct and 
part (b) follows. Finally as (**) of Lemma 1.7 is not true the centralizer of 
Op(K(a)/L) in Go/L is contained in K(a)/L. Also the centralizer of 
Op(K(a) r*(~)) = Op(K(a)) r*~) in ~,~r is contained in Op(K(a)) r*(~). It is 
then straightforward to show that the centralizer of Op(K(a)/L) in G,~/L is 
contained on Op(K(a)/L), that is, that G~/L is strongly p-constrained. 
To conclude this section it is perhaps appropriate to state a corrected 
version of [17, Theorem 1]. (Theorem 2 of [17] is clearly true.) 
(1.11) L~MMA. Let G be a simply transitive permutation group on s 
Suppose that G o, a C D, has an orbit F(a) such that PSL(r, q)~_ Gr(~)c_ 
PFL(r, q) in its natural representation on the v = IF(a)] = (qr __ 1)/(q -- 1) 
points of the projective space, where r >/3 and q is a power of a prime p. 
Then F o F*(a) is an orbit of G~ of length v(v - l )/k where k satisfies one of 
the following :
(a) k= 1, 
(b) k= 2 and G o is faithful on F(a); 
(c) k = q is 3 or 4 and if g E F o F*(a) then F(a)C~ F(O) is a line of 
the projective space with one point removed. Again G~ is faithful on F(a). 
(d) k=q+ 1 and if f i~FoF* (a )  then F(a)nF(f i )  is a line of the 
projective space. I f  G,, is faithful on F(a) then k is 3, 4 or 6. I f  G o is not 
faithful on F(a) then the conclusions of Lemma 1.10(b) and (c) are true. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 2, AND 
A DISCUSSION OF THE DESIGN 
Assume that both Hypotheses A and B are true. 
(2.1) LEMMA. G is transitive on the nonempty set of 4-tuples 
F3 =/(a,/?, y, ~); (a,/?), (9,/~), (9, 5) ~ r, a r 9, (a, 5) ~ ft.  
Proof. First we show that /=a is not empty. For if/=3 is empty then, if 
7 ~ F o F*(a), F(9 ) = F(a), and so F(a) is fixed setwise by (Go, G~ = G 
which is not true by [18,8.7]. Thus /=3~r Let (ai,fli, yi, g i )CF  3 for 
i = 1, 2. As G is transitive there is an element g E G such that a~ = a2 = a. 
As G~ is transitive on F(a) there is an element h ~ Go such that/?~h =/?2. As 
K(a) (which fixes a and/?2) is transitive on/-*(fiE) -- {a}, there is an element 
k ~ K(a) such that 7glhk= 92. Finally K*(B2) (which fixes a,/?2, and 72) is 
transitive on F(72) - {/?2} and so there is an element m E K*(fl2) such that 
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6 ghkm = 62. Then (al, i l l ,  Yl, 61) ghkm = (a2,f12, ~2, 62) and the lemma is 
proved. 
It follows that G~ is transitive on F3(a ) =F  o F*o F (a ) - -F (a )= {6; for 
some fl, y, (a, fl, y, 6) E/=3}. Set F 2 =Fo  F*, and let 6 E F3(a ). Then as G,~ is 
transitive on F3(a), k=lF*O)nF2(a)l is independent of the point 6. 
Counting F-edges from F2(a ) to F3(a ) we have IF3(a)l = v(v- ly/k. 
(2.2) LEMMA. I f  F3(a ) ---- FE(Ct ) then v = k + 1 = 3, r is self-paired, and 
G is S 5 acting as a rank 3 group on the set of unordered pairs of distinct 
points of a set of size 5. 
Proof Let Fa(a)=FE(a ). Then k=v-1  and F3(a ) is self-paired. 
Suppose that (a, fl, 7, 6) E 1=3. Then 6 E F3(a ). Since F3(a ) = FE(a ) there is 
an t/E F(a) ~ F(6). Also since F3(a ) =/~3 (a) there are points fl', 7' such that 
(a, fl'), (?',fl'), (7',6) all lie in F*. Then (a,q, 6, y ' )EF  3 so that 
~,'6 r3 (a )n  (F* o r(a)) ,  and as Fa(a ) and F* o F(a) are orbits of G~ it 
follows that F o F*(a)=Fa(a ) =F*  o F(a). Then it is easy to check that 
{a } U F* (a) U F 3(a) is a connected component of the F o/'*-graph. By [9, 
(1.12)], ~ = {a} L)F*(a)L)F3(a ) and it follows that F is self-paired and G 
has rank 3 with subdegrees 1, v, v(v -- 1). By [7, Theorem 2, 8, and 1] and 
since G, is not faithful on F(a) we conclude that v = k + 1 = 3 and G is S 5 
on unordered pairs. 
Thus we may assume that F3(a ):/:FE(a ), and similarly that 
F3(a ) #: F* o F(a). Now for 6 E F3(a ), k = IF*(6) nr2(a) l  ~< I r *0 ) l  = v. If 
k = v then {a} U F2(a ) is a connected component of the F o F*-graph which 
contradicts [9, (1.12)]. Thus k < v. 
Discussion of the design. If k >/2 then G~ is a group of automorphisms 
of a (possibly degenerate) balanced incomplete block design 9 ,  the points of 
9 being the points fl of F(a), the blocks of 9 being the points 6 of F3(a ) 
such that fl is incident with 5 if and only if F*(fl)(-3 F*(5) is nonempty. (It is 
clearly a design since G,~ is 2-transitive on F(a) and transitive on F3(a)). 
Assume now that k >/2 and let 6 E F3(a ). We shall set 
(6) = r (a )  n F* o FO)  
the set of points of 9 incident with 6, and 
[6] = r*(5)  n F~(~). 
(2.3) LEMMA. (a) G~ is transitive on (t~) and [5] and the actions are 
equivalent; 1(6)1 = 11611-- k. 
(b) A point of 9 is incident with (v -1 )  2 blocks of 9 ,  and two 
distinct points of ~-~ are incident with it = (v -  1) (k -  1) common blocks. 
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(c) I f&  ~' are distinct points of F3(a ) then 1[~] ~ [~']l ~< 1. 
(d) k divides v(v - 1). 
(e) There is an equivalence relation ~ on F3(a ) such that for ~, 
~' E F3(a ), ~ ,~ ~' /f and only if (~) = (~'). An equivalence class has size 
y(v - 1) where y divides (v - 1, k -  1). The number of distinct (~) for 
a ~ r3(a) is v (v -  1)/ylc. 
Proof. (a) That G~a is transitive on (fi) and [a] follows from Lemma 2.1, 
and [[fi][=k by definition of k. If /~E (a) then there is a point y in 
[fi] ~F*(B); there is only one such point since there is only one F* o F-edge 
from/? to ft. Thus each fl E (fi)determines a unique 7 ~ [fi] ~ F*(B). Further, 
distinct points fl in (fi) determine distinct points 7 in [fi] since there is only 
one Fo/-*-edge from a toy. Hence I(fi)[ = k and the actions of G,~a on (~) 
and [fi] are equivalent. 
(b) This follows from the equations on the parameters of the design. 
(c) Distinct points of [fi] A [a'] determine distinct/"* o F-edges from 
fi to fi', and as there is at most one such edge, [[fi] ~ [fi'][ ~< 1. 
(d) Let fi E/'3(a). Then as G~a acts equivalently on [fi] and (fi), and 
as K(a)~ G~s fixes (fi) pointwise, K(a)~ G,a fixes [a] pointwise. Let 
yE [fi]. Then K(a) A G,~agK(a)~G~v. Also by Hypothesis B, if 
r (a )nr (y )= tP}, K(a) is transitive on F*(B)-{a} so that ]K(a): 
K(a)~ G~v[ = v-  I. Thus v - -  1 divides IK(a): K (a )~G,~I  = 
]K(a)G~:G~ I which divides [G~:G~l=v(v-1)2 /k .  Hence k divides 
v(v  - 1). 
(e) It is easy to check that the relation ~ on F3(a ) is an equivalence 
relation. If/~ E F(a) then I'* o F(B)~ F3(a ) is a union of equivalence classes, 
and is a set of size (v -- 1) 2 by part (b). If ill, f12 are distinct points of F(a) 
then (F* o F(B1))O (/'* o F(B2))~F3(a ) is a union of equivalence classes, 
and is a set of size (v -  1) (k-  1) by part (b). Finally if 3~F3(a ) then 
G,,sK(a) is contained in the setwise stabilizer X of (~). Hence the size of an 
equivalence class, namely, IX:G~,aI, is divisible by [G~,,K(a):G~a I which 
by part (d) is divisible by v -  1. 
To complete the proof of Theorem 2 it is sufficient o show that k < v - I. 
So suppose that k = v - I. 
Let 3 E F3(a ). Then /"*(fi) = [di] k_) {r/} for some point t /~ F2(a), and 
G~ c G,~,. We claim that r/~ {a} U F(a)L)F2(a ) U F~(a). If Y E [3] then 
there is only one F o F*-edge from a to Y and so r/q: a; also/'2(7) 4:/'3(7) 
and so r/~ F(a). If r/E F~(a) then as v/> 3, (3) ~ (r/) contains a point//say, 
and we have r /~(/~o/ ' (B))~/~3(B).  It follows that / *oF(B)= 
/~ (B)=F3(B) which contradicts our assumption. Thus r/ lies in an orbit of 
G~ different from {a}, F(a), F~(a), and F3(a ). Since each 3 in F3(a ) 
determines a unique point r/, the set of points r/forms a G~-orbit, namely, 
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F4(a)= r3 o F*(a)-- F2(a); counting pairs (6, tl) E F* with 6C/'3(Ct),  
tl E F4(a ), we have [Fa(a)[ = V(V -- 1)/C where t '= Ir3(a) c~r(q)l <~ v. 
Choose r /~ F4(a) and fl E F3(r/) ~ F(a). Then there are exactly k = v - 1 
4-tuples (r/, 6, 7, fl)E/=3 for some points 6, 7. For such a 4-tuple it is 
straightforward to show that ~, E F2(a ) and 6 C F3(a ). There are at most / 
choices of 6 since 6 E F3(a ) (3 F(r/), and for each 6 there is a unique point 7 
since (a, fl) E F 2. Hence : >/v - 1. If ( =- v then F(r/) ~_ F3(Ct ) and {a} U 
F2(a) U F4(a ) is a connected component of the F2-graph, which contradicts 
[9,(1.12)1. Thus e=v- -1  so that IF4(a)l=v. If then 
G~, ___ G~a and I G~, : G~I  = v - 1. Since G~ is transitive on (6) and fixes 
{fl} = F(a) -- (6), G~, ~_ G ~,~ ~_ G ~a and it follows that G~, = G~,,3 = G~3. 
Thus the actions of G~ on F(a) and F4(a ) are equivalent. 
Consider F(t/) which equals (F(r/)r F3(a))k..) {~} for some point ~. Clearly 
G~, fixes ~ and the only fixed points of G~, in {a } ~ F(a) ~ F~(a) ~/'3(a) L.) 
F4(a) are a, fl and t/. If ~=a then fl~Fz(tl)~F3(rl), and if ~=f l  then 
r/~ F2(a), both of which are impossible. Thus ~ lies in a G~-orbit distinct 
from {a}, F(a), F~(a), F3(a ), and F~(a), namely, F,(a)= F~ o F(a)-- F3(a). 
(As each r/determines a unique ~, G~ is transitive on Fs(a).) Counting pairs 
(~/, ~)~ F with t /E  F4(a), ~ F~(a) we find that Ir,(a)l = v/m where m = 
I/'*(C)C3F,(a)l. Now G.c_G~cG~ and G~, is a maximal subgroup of 
G , ,  and G~ fixes only the point a of Y2, we have G, ,=G,~.  Hence 
IFs(a)I = v and the actions of G~ on F(a), F4(a) and Fs(a) are all equivalent. 
Choose ~ E Fs(a) and y ~/~3(Q (~F:(a). Then there are exactly k = v - 1 
4-tuples (7, 6, t/, ~)~/=3 for some points 6, t/. It is straightforward to show 
that 6~F3(a) and t /~F4(a) .  However, there is only one choice of 
r /~ F4(a) ~F*(0 ,  and given t/there is only one choice of 6 ~ F(a)C~F(~). 
This is a contradiction. Thus k < v - 1 and the proof of Theorem 2 is com- 
plete. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
Suppose that Hypotheses A and B are true, that G~ is 3-transitive 
on F(a), of degree v >/4, and that k > 2 where IF3(a)l =v(v -  1)2/k. We 
set Let 6EF2(ct ) and let t /~}=r(a)nr (7 ) .  Then 
l a2  ~ :_~,~ 
v(v -  l)/[K(a) :K(a)nG,~v[ = v (since K(a) is transitive on F* (p) -{a}) .  
As --,~vGr~) _c G r(~),~ we have --~,vGr~'~) ---- ~,*n~r~'~)" Let 6 E F3(a ) (3 F(7 ). Then as the 
actions of G~ on (6) and [6] are equivalent G~az---G~ v. Thus z= 
Gr(a) ~r(a) Grfa) ,~r(a) ~ :'-'~v~ = ]--~v :'-'~v~ I divides ]G,~ v :G~v~[= v -1 .  Now G~ is 2- 
transitive on F(a)--{fl} and G~v ~ fixes {fib (6) -{f l} ,  and F(a)--(6) 
setwise. In particular G~r~ is intransitive on F(a)-- {fl}. It follows (see [10] 
Hilfsatz 1) that z = v - 1 and by an easy character argument G~6 has two 
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orbits in F(a) - {fl}, namely (3) - {fl} and F(a) - (3) of lengths k -  1 and 
v -  k, respectively. Then G~ is an automorphism group of a (possibly 
degenerate) symmetric balanced incomplete block design ~ ' ,  the points 
being the points of F(a) -- {fl}, the set of blocks being {(6) g - {fl}; g E G~}, 
and incidence being normal set theoretic inclusion. Two distinct points lie in 
g = k (k -  1)/(v - 2) common blocks. Since a symmetric design cannot have 
an automorphism group which is 3-transitive on points (see, for example, 
[10, Satz 3]), we have: 
(3.1) LEMMAo Under the assumptions of Theorem 2, i f  G~, is 4-transitive 
on F(a) then k is 1 or 2. 
So G~ is not 4-transitive on F(a) (since k > 2). It is easy to show that ~ '  
extends to a "symmetric 3-design" (see [5 ]), i f " ,  the set of points being F(a), 
the set of blocks being {(fi)g: gC  G~}, and incidence being normal set 
theoretic inclusion. Moreover G~ is a group of automorphisms of ~" .  By [5] 
one of the following is true. 
(i) ~ '  is a Hadamard design; v = 2k = 4/z + 4, 
(ii) v-  l = (la + 2)(pz + 4g + 2), k -  l =g2 + 3g + l, 
(iii) v -1 - - l l l ,  k - l= l l l ,  p=l ,  
(iv) v - l=495,  k -  l =- 39, /.t = 3. 
In cases (iii) and (iv) ~"  does not have an automorphism group 3- 
transitive on points, so case (i) or (ii) is true and Theorem 3 is proved. 
Remark. The blocks of the design i f "  are in I-1 correspondence with 
the H-equivalence classes of blocks of the design f f  defined in Section 2. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 4 
Assume that Hypothesis A is satisfied and that G r~) ~A t, where v >/3. 
By [4, Proposition 1.3], G r*~'~)_~A v so that G,~ is 2-primitive on both F*(a)  
and F(a) (even if v is 3 or 4). By Theorem 1, Hypothesis B is true. By 
Theorem 2, the conclusion of Theorem 4 is true if v = 3 so assume that 
v ~> 4. Then by Theorem 3, and Theorem 2 for the case v = 4, it follows that 
IF3(a)l = v(v - 1)Z/k where k is 1 or 2; that is either Theorem 4(a) is true or 
k = 2. So assume that k = 2. We define the following two sequences of 
generalized orbitals of G. 
The F-sequence and A-sequence of generalized orbitals. (a) Let 
F o =A o = {(a, a); a E ~}, and let F~ =F,  A~ =F* .  
582b/31/2-2 
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(b) If F t is defined and nonempty define 
IF t o F* -- (F iU  F i_ I ) ,  
F i+ l= Fio F_(Fik_)Fi_l), 
if i is odd, 
if i is even. 
(c) If A i is defined and nonempty define 
l ~F- (A iWAi  1)' if i is odd, 
if i is even. 
Each A i and F i, if defined and nonempty, is clearly a generalized orbital, 
and whenever defined, A*2t =A2i, F*2i=F2i and * A2i+l = F2i+ 1" We shall refer 
to these sequences as the F-sequence and the A-sequence. The proof that F is 
O~ uses the fact that G~ is 3-transitive on F(a). Therefore we shall show first 
that G rt") is not A 4. 
(4.1) LEMMA. I f  V = 4 then G r('~) is S 4. 
Proof Assume that v=4 and Gra(a)=A4 . Let ••F3(ct ) and let 
F* (6 )NF2(a)={? ,y '  } and A2(6)NFa(a)={fl, ff } where (?,fl) and 
(y',fl')EF. Then Ga~ is a subgroup of G~(~,~,) of index 3 so that 
IK(a):K(a)81 divides 3. It follows, since K(a) is transitive on F* ( f l ) -  {a} 
that K(a)~ = K(a)v = K(a)v,. Thus K(a) acts similarly on all its orbits in 
F:(a) L)F~(a), and so K(a)~ K*(/3) fixes F2(a ) L)F3(a ) pointwise. It follows 
that K(a)NK*(fl) = 1 and hence K(a) ~-Z 3 and G~ -~A 4 • Z 3. 
Note that for al l j  >/3 such that F i is nonempty, if 6 ~ Fj(a) and fl E Fl(a ) 
is such that 6~A:_1([3 ), FI(~)~Aj_~(fl)~_FI(~5)~F:_I(a ) so that 
[FI(6)~Fj_I(a)[ >~ 2 if j is even, and similarly if j is odd 
1A1(3) n F:_l(a)[ >/2. It follows from this that I F:(a)] <~ IF:_l(a)l for all 
j ~< 4. Let t/> 3 be the largest integer such that IF,(a)[ = 18 and let d be the 
largest integer such that F a is nonempty. Then O = Oo<i<dFi(a) (since the 
F o F* graph is connected and the set (.Jo<i<aFt(a) is a union of connected 
components of this graph), and we have the following list of possibilities. 
Case d I-Q) )F~+,(a)) IF~+2(a)l IFt+3(a)l 
1 t 18t -  19  - -  - -  - -  
2 t + 1 18t  - 7 12 - -  - -  
3 t + 1 18t -  10  9 - -  - -  
4 t + 2 18t  - 3 12  4 - -  
5 t+ 2 18t -4  12 3 - -  
6 t + 3 18t  - 2 12  4 1 
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As K(a) is the only normal subgroup of G o of order 3, clearly 
K(a) = K*(a). Also if 7 E FE(a) and F(a) C~F*(7 ) = {fl} then G~r = K(fl). 
Thus the five subgroups of G,~ of order 3 are conjugate in G and form two 
conjugacy classes of subgroups of G,~ of sizes 1 and 4. By [18,3.6'] 
G~=N~(K(a)) has exactly two orbits in fixaK(a). It follows that 
f ix~K(a)= {a}UFl(a ) and hence that F is self-paired and fix~K(fl)= 
{fl} U F(fl). Thus cases 2, 4, 5, and 6 are impossible as one of K(a), K(fl) 
must fix a point of Ft+l(a ). Consider case 1. Let ~ EF3(a ). Then G,,~ ~Z z 
and by [18, 3.5], N~(G,~) is transitive on fix o G,,~. Now G~ fixes six points 
in Fi(a ) for each i=3 ..... t and so IfilxoG~aJ=6t-ll divides IGI= 
(18t-19)36. It follows that t=3 and 1121=35. A minimal normal 
subgroup of G must be a nonabelian simple group of order 4 .5  9 7 .3 '  
where e is 0, I, or 2, and no such group exists. Finally consider case 3. Let 
V be the unique sylow 2-subgroup of G,~. By [18, 3.5] G o =Na(V ) is tran- 
sitive on fix o V which is impossible as fix o V= {a}L)Fa(a ). Thus the 
lemma is proved. 
Now if v ~ 6 then by Knapp [12, Theorem 6.1], A v X Av_~ <~ G,, <~ S v X 
S~_~. If v is 4 or 5 then we can show as in the case ofA 4 above that K(a)~ 
K*(fl) = 1, where fiEF(a), and then A v XAv_ 1 ~< G,, ~<S~ X S~_1 follows 
from [2]. Let X, Y be disjoint sets of size v, v -  1, respectively and let 
S~ X So_~ -- {(g, h); g E SymX, h E Sym Y}. We shall identify all points in 
Ui<0 Fi(a) and all points in Ui<o Aj(a) with certain subsets of XU Y of size 
v -1  such that G o acts in the natural way, namely, if a point fl in 
Ui>0 Fi(a) or Ui>oAi(a) corresponds to A UB, where A c_X, B ~ Y, and if 
(g ,h )E  G~(S~ X S~_~) then fl~g.h~ Corresponds AgUB h. We shall give 
proofs for the F-sequence; proofs for the A-sequence are analogous. 
(4.2) Identification for Ul<3 Fi(a) and Ui<3 Al(a). 
(i) Fo(a)= Ao(a ) = {a} is identified with Y. 
(ii) F l(a) (and Al(a)) can be identified with {A ; A ~ X, IA I = v - 1 } 
so that ifA @ Fl(a ) (or At(a)) and (g, h) E G,, then A tg'h~ =A g. 
(iii) F2(a ) (and A2(a)) can be identified with {A U B; A c X, IA [ = 1, 
B c Y, )B I = v - 2} so that if A LiB E F2(a ) (or A2(a)) and if (g, h) E G,, 
then (AUB)tg'h)=AgUB~. If 7=AUBEF2(a) then Fl(y)~Fl(a)= 
{X-A}. If fi = A U B ~ A2(a ) then A~(~) ~A~(a) = {X-A}.  
(iv) F3(a ) (and A3(a)) can be identified with {A~B; A~X,  
IA[=v-2,  BcY ,  [B I= I  } so that if ALAB~F~(a) (or A3(a)) and 
(g,h)@G~, then (AUB)tg'~=A*UBh. If y=AUB~F~(a)  then 
A,(7)~F:(a)= {A'LA(Y--B);A' ~X- -A ,  IA'I= I}, and A2(y)~F~(a )= 
{X-A ' ;A '~X-A ,  [A'[=I};  thus A and B are determined by 
A ~(y)~ F~(a) and A:(7)~ F~(a) and hence by G,, and the identifications of
(ii) and (iii). If f i=A LJBEAa(a) then F~(fi)C3A~(a)= {A'U(Y -B) ;  
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A' cY-A ,  IA'I = 1} and F2(7)nA,(a ) = {X-A ' ;A '  cX-A ,  IA'I = 1} so 
that A and B are determined by G~ and the identifications of (ii) and (iii). 
Proof for Fi(a ), i ~< 3. (i) This identification is clearly possible for if 
(g, h) E G,~, y~g,h) = yh = y. 
(ii) Choose fl in Fl(a ) and A c X, IAI = v 1, and identify fl with A. 
We can identify K(a) with {(1, h); h ESym Y}AG~,  and for any 
(g, h )C  G~ we identify fltg.h)=fig with A eg'h) =A g. 
(iii) Choose ~ in F2(a ) and choose BeY,  IB [=v-2 .  Then 
FI(~)AFI(a ) consists of a unique point, say f l=A where A~X,  
IA] = v - 1. Identify y with (X - -A)UB.  Then if (g, h) E G~ we identify 
7 ~g'h) with (X - A g) U B h. Clearly F~(y tg'h)) n F~(a) = {Ag}. 
(iv) Let 3EF3(a  ). Then AE(3)nFt(a) is a set of two points, say 
f l i=Ai where AicX ,  IA i l=v- I  for i=1 ,2 ,  and AI :#A 2. Also 
A~(3)AF2(a ) is a set of two points, say 7z E F*(fl i)-- {a}, i=  1, 2. By part 
(iii) 7i = (X -A i )UB i  where B i is a subset of Y of size v - 2, for i=  1, 2. 
Now G~ is a subgroup of G,~I~,,~  of index v - 1 and fixes {71, 72}. Also the 
orbit of G~l~,~21 containing 7~ is (F*(fl0 U F*(fl2) ) -- {a} of size 2(v -- 1). It 
is easily shown that G,a = (G~t~,,~)lr,,~ I and contains G,a,~n as a subgroup 
of index 2. Now G,~I~,~21~G,~ ~K(a)  and so [K(a) :K(a)~]= 
]K(a) :K(a)N G.3,~e~l----lK(a ) G~,3~, : G~,3:~,] = IG~3,~z : G~,az~] = v -  1. 
Since K(a)~,~ fixes the subset B~ A B 2 of Y it follows that B~ = B2 = B say. 
Thus we can identify g with (A~ AA2)u  (Y -B)  and part (iv) follows. 
For the remainder of the identification we need an inductive proof which 
is given in the following proposition and which comprises the essence of the 
proof of Theorem 4. 
(4.3) PROPOSITION. Let j be a positive integer. 
(a) F2j(a ) is defined and nonempty if and only if Azj(a ) is defined and 
nonempty; and if so then j ~ v -  1 and F2j(a ) and A2j(a ) are orbits of G ~. 
Further, 
(i) F2j(a) (and A2j(a)) can be identified with {AUB;  A ~X,  
IAI= j, BeY,  IB l=v- - l - - j}  so that if AUBCFE j (a  ) (or A2j(a)) and 
(g, h)@ G~, (A UB)  <g'h> =AgUB h. Thus k2g = Iqj(a) l  = I A2j(a)l-- 
(y)(v)- l )  and if ?=AUBEF2 j (a  ), (A2j(a)), then Gov is the setwise 
stabilizer of A U B in the action of G: on X U Y. 
(ii) I f  y = A U B C F2j(a ), (3 = A U B C Azg(a)), then 
is { (X - -A)U  B'; B' c Y - -B ,  
IB'I = j -  1}, and r2( )nr. 2(a), 2(a)), is {A'UB' ;  A' cA ,  
[A -A ' [= I ,  BcB 'cY ,  IB'--BI----lt. Thus c2j=lr(~)nr~j_l(a)t= 
IAl(fi)nA2j_l(a)l = j, and if j > 1 then A and B are determined by previous 
identifications. 
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(b) I f  Fzj+ ~ (a) = A ~ + l(a) is defined and nonempty then j ~ v - 2 and 
Fzj + ~(a) and Azj + l(a) are orbits of G~. Further, 
(i) F2j+~(a ) (and A2j+~(a)) can be identified with {A ~J B; A ~X,  
IA [=v- j - -1 ,  B~ Y, [B[=j} so that if A~B~F2 j+~(a  ), (or A2j+~(a)), 
and (g ,h )~G~ then (AUB)~g'n)=AgWB ~. Thus kz~+~=lFZj+l(a)[= 
IA2j+ l(a)l v v- I  = = (j+l)( j ), and if7 A ~W ~r:~+l(a), (A~j+6a)), then G,v is 
the setwise stabilizer of A ~ B in the action of G ~ on X ~J Y. 
(ii) I f  7 = A U B ~ Fzj+~(a ), (6 = A U B ~ A~j+~(a)), then 
Al(y) ~ Fzj(a ), (rl(6) ~ Azj(a)), is {A' L) (Y--  B); A' c X - -  A, ]A'] =j},  and 
A2(7)OF2j_l(a), (F2(6)()A2j_I(a)), is {A t ~JB'; A ca '  Gx ,  Ih ' -Z  I = 1, 
B' c B, IB - B ' l=  1} Thus C2j+l = {Al(Y ) r = [r,(6)nA~j(a)l =j  + 1, 
and the sets A and B are determined by previous identifications. 
(c) I f  Fi(a ), (Ai(a)), is the last nonempty member of the F-sequence, 
(G-sequence), and y C Fi(a), (6 ~ Ai(a)), then IF(y) ~Vi(a)l, (Ir(6)~A;(a)l, 
i sv - -c i=v- - [ ( i+  1)/2]. 
Proof By (4.2) parts (a) and (b) are true for j = 1. Suppose that j >/1 
and that parts (a) and (b) are true for integers less than or equal to j. 
Proof of part (a). Assume that F2j+z(a ) is defined and nonempty. First 
we show that F2j+2(a ) is an orbit of G~. Let y =A •B E F2j+~(a). Then 
a~A2j+~(y ) and by induction it follows that G~ has two orbits in A~(y), 
namely, Al(y)r3F2j(a ) and its complement in Al(a ). Since F2j+z(a ) is 
nonempty, Al(y ) -F2 j (a)  is a subset of Fzj+z(a ) and is an orbit of G,~ v. It 
follows that G~ is transitive on F2j+z(a ), and an easy counting argument 
~--- - -  = ( j+ l ) ( j+ l ) ( J  -~- 1), where k2 j+2 = gives ku+ze2j+2 k2j+l( v e2 j+ l )  v v - - I  9 
[F2j+2(a)l and czj+2=lF(3)~Fzj+l(a)l  for 3GF2j+2(a ). Thus if one of 
k2j+z, c2~+2 is as given in part (a) then both of them are. 
Now we show that A2j+2(a ) is nonempty. Let 6 C F2j+2(a ). Then there is a 
(2j+3)-tuple (a, 71 ..... y2j+x,6) where 7iEFi(a) for l~ i~2 j+ 1, 
(Y2i' Y2i• 1) ~ F for i ~< j, and (3, Y2j+ ~) E F. Let y = 72j+ l. Then a E A2j+ t(7), 
and as, by induction, I F(a)~A2j(y) l~: j< v, there is a point 
fl ~ F(a) - A2j(y ). Thus fl E A2s+ ~ o F(y ). Suppose that fl E A2j+ ~(y ). Then 
there is a (2j + 2)-tuple (fl, f12 ..... fl2j+ i, ~) where (/32i, fl2i~: 1) E F for i ~< j, 
where fl = tim, and (y, fl2j+ l)G F, and all 2j + 2 points are distinct. It follows 
that for some i ~< 2j + 1, if r/C l"i(a ) then Fi(a ) ~F(rl) and Fi(a ) ~ F*(q) are 
both nonempty, whereas we know by induction that either F(r/) or F*(r/) is 
contained in F i_ l(a) W Fi+ i(a). Thus fl ~ A2j+ I(Y) and so fl E Azj+z(y ).
If we interchange F and F* in the above arguments we will have shown 
that -F2j+2 is defined and nonempty if and only if Azj+2 is; and if so then 
both are orbits of G~. We shall give the remainder of the proof of (a) for 
Fzj+2 , the proof for Azs+2 is analogous. 
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In order to identify a point of F2j+2(a ) with the required subset of X~A Y 
we investigate F2s(a ) n A3(y ) where Y =A U B E F2j + l(a). By induction this 
set is nonempty so let y '=A'UB '  EFzj(a)AAa(y). (All sets A, B are 
subsets of X, Y, respectively, with sizes as given in the proposition.) Then 
there are exactly two 4-tuples (Y, 71,72, 7') where (71, Y), (h ,  72), (Y', 72)E  F, 
7' ~ 71, 7:/: 72. Clearly 72 lies in F2j_l(a ) or F2j+I(u ) and 71 lies in F2j(a ) or 
P2j+E(a); there are three possible types of 4-tuples, shown diagrammatically 
in Fig. 1. (Directed edges are in the F-graph.) 
Type 1. h CFzi(a), hEF2 j - I (a )  9 Let 71 =Alk-)BI, 72=A2k-JB2 9Then 
by induction AI=A'=X-A2cX-A ;  since Yl:~Y', Blq:B' and so 
B 1 = Y -B  and B 2 = (Y -B ' )~B.  Thus 71 and 72 are uniquely determined 
by 7 and y'. Hence there is at most one 4-tuple of type 1 and if there is one 
then AAA'  =0 and IB' AB] = 1. 
Type 2. 71CFzj(ct), 72CF2 j+1(a)  9 Let y l=A lk . JB1 ,  and y2=A2k- JB2  .
Then by induction B=B 2-  Y-B '=Y-B  1. As 714:7' and 72:/:7, 
A1:/:A' and A2--/:A, and so AI=(X-A) (h (X-A2)  and X-A2~_A' .  It 
follows from the sizes of the sets that A AA'  consists of one point, say x, 
and X- -  (A UA' )  consists of two points, say y and z. We have two choices 
for A 2, namely, (A -- {x})~) {y} and (A -- {x})t..) {z}, and given A 2, A 1 is 
uniquely determined. Thus if there is at least one 4-tuple of type 2 then there 
are exactly two 4-tuples of type 2 and B' = Y-B ,  [A AA'[ = 1. 
Type 3. The only other type of 4-tuple has 71 E Fv+ 2(a), 72 E F2j + l(a). 
If there is a 4-tuple of type 1 from y to y' then as there are exactly two 4- 
tuples from y to Y' there must be a 4-tuple of type 3 from y to 7'- It is also 
possible that for some y' there are two 4-tuples of type 3. The number of 4- 
tuples of type 3 with 7 fixed and 7' varying in F2j(a)OA3(y ) is IF*(y)O 
F2 j+2(a) [ . (e2 j+2- -1 )e2s+l=(v - - j - -1 ) (e2 j+2-1) ( j+ l ) .  The number of 
4-tuples of type 1 with Y fixed is the number of 7' = A' U B' E Fv(a) with 
AAA'  =0, [B 'AB I= 1, that is, ( j+  1) j (v - j - -1 ) .  For each 4-tuple of 
type 1 there is exactly one 4-tuple of type 3. If there are x points Y' for which 
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there are two 4-tuples of type 3 from y to y' then we have 
(v - j -1 ) (c2 j+2-1) ( j+ l )=(v - j -1 ) j ( j+ l )+2x ,  that is, c2j+2= 
j+ 1 + 2x/(v-- j - -  1)( j+ 1)>/ j+  1. 
Now as y @ Fsj+t(a), we have a C A2j+t(Y) and it follows by induction 
that G~r has exactly four orbits in As(y ) (for if 6 E Asj + l(a) is identified with 
A UB then the orbits of G~a in XUY are A, X -A ,  B, Y--B). The 
following are three disjoint nonempty subsets of As(y ) which are fixed 
setwise by G~v : (i) A2(y) n Fsj_1(a), (ii) {r/; r/E As(y ) ~ Fsj + l(a), AI(y) 
A 1(0) ~ F2j(a)}, and (iii) {~/; r/C As(y) ~ F2j.+ l(a), A l(Y) C~ A 1(~/) -~ Fv+ s(a)}. 
If F2j.+3 is nonempty then d2(~)f-~Fsj+3(a ) is a fourth nonempty subset of 
A:(y) fixed by G,v and so these four sets are orbits of G~y. Thus in this case 
G~r is transitive on the 4-tuples of type 1 and on the 4-tuples of type 3 from 
y, and it follows that c2s-+z = J + 1. We can also conclude in this case that 
F2j+3(a ) is an orbit of G,. If F2j+3 is empty and if for ytEF:j+z(a), 
F(yOnFzj+2(a ) is nonempty then Az(y)~Fsj+s(Ct ) is a fourth nonempty 
subset of A2(y ) fixed by G,,~. By a similar argument we find esj+2 = j  + 1, 
and hence that IF(y1)~Fsj+2(a)l = v-  e2j+2. Thus if the last nonernpty 
member of the F-sequence is F i and i is even then part (c) is true. I fFv+ 3 is 
empty and if for ylEF:j+z(a ), F(yl)nF2s+2(ct) is empty then 
F(71) ~ Fss+ 1(ct) and it follows that {a} U F2(ct ) W F4(a ) U . . .  t..) F2j+z(a) is 
a connected component of the Fz-graph, which contradicts [9, (1.12)]. Thus 
we have shown that e2s.+2 =j  + I; if Fzs+: is the last nonempty member of 
the F-sequence then part (c) is true, and if Fzj + 3 is nonempty then G~ is tran- 
sitive on Fsj+ 3(a). 
If (y, Yl, Y2, Y') is a 4-tuple of type 3 then there is also a 4-tuple of type 1 
from ))=AL)B to ~/=A'UB' ,  and A~A'=O,  [B~B' I= I .  If 
Y2 =A2 UBs then by induction B' = Y -  B s and A' ('~A 2 ~--- ~. Suppose that 
A -~A s. Then we must have A '= (X -A)~ (X - -A2)  so that f is uniquely 
determined by y and Ys. However, given y, y~, Ys there are ezj+~ =j+ 1 > 1 
possibilities for y' CA3(y)~F2~(ct ). Hence A=A s. Now B~B~= 
B~(Y-B ' )=B- (B~B' )=B-{x}  say. The group G,~r is the setwise 
stabilizer ofA L)B in the action of G~ on Xt..) Y, and it follows that G~z is 
the setwise stabilizer of the sets {x} and B-  B 2 = {y} (say) in the action of 
G~r on Y. The only proper subgroups of G~ strictly containing G ,~ are G~,rx 
and G~ r. As y: determines a unique yl, G,~ ~ Gays: 1, and as G~r is tran- 
sitive on F*O:)~F2:+z(a ), IG,~:G,~e~[=v-j -1.  It follows that either 
G,,~ 1 = G,~y, or j = (v - 1)/2 and G~ 1 = Go~x. Suppose that G~,~I = G~.  
Now A' =X-  (A W {a}) for some a ~ X--A.  Then if (~:, y], y~, y') is the 4- 
tuple of type 1 from ~: to y', it follows from our investigations of such 4- 
tuples that y'~ = (X -  (A W {a})) ~ (Y -B)  and y~ = (A ~ {a})U (B - {x}). 
Thus Go~rx a fixes ):, ~:1, ~'~, and y~; and G,~rx a is transitive on Y--B so that 
G,~rx,~ does not fix Y2 or ~:' (for [Y-B]  =v-  1 - j=(v -  1)/2 > 1 in this 
case). On the other hand Yl ~ A~(y~) and the two 4-tuples (y~, y], y, ):1) and 
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(72, 7', 72, 71) are fixed by G,,~,:~,, and this is a contradiction. Thus 
G=n,, = G,~y. It follows that if we fix 7 and Yl then all possible 72 = A2 U B 2 
in F(yl)~F2:+I(a ) -  {7} have A2=A and B2--B= {y} (and there are j 
choices of B - B2 which give the j points 72). It follows that we can identify 
hEF2j+2(a) with (X-A)EJ(Y-(Bt..J{y}))=A*tJB* say; that the 
action of G~ is as given in part (a) and that G,r, is the stabilizer of A* ~B*  
in XU Y. Also j+  1 ~<v-- 1 since [B* I/>0. Moreover F(70~F2:+i(a)= 
{(X--A*)k)B'; B'c_ Y--B*, ]B ' I= j}  and F2(yl)~r2](a ) consists of the 
points of the form 7' =A 'UB '  above, namely, {A'UB';A' ~A*, 
IA* --A' I = 1, B* cB ' ,  [B ' - -B*  l = 1}. Thus (a) is true for F2:+2 and an 
analogous proof shows that (a) is also true for A2j+z. 
Proof of part (b). Assume that F2:+3 is defined and nonempty; then so is 
A2j+3 = F2~+ 3and conversely. We showed above that in this case F2j+ 3(a) is 
an orbit of G~, and an argument analogous to that in part (a) shows that 
k2j+3 is as given in (b) if and only if c2s+3 is. We show first that j + 1 
v -- 2. By induction j ~ v - 2, so suppose that j = v -- 2. Let y E P2:+3(a) 
and let fiEFs(a) be such that yEA2j+2(/3). Then by induction Am(y)~ 
z~2j+I(~)CZ~ At(y)('lF2j+2(ol ) so that c2j+3=l.467)~r2~+2(a)l>j+ l :  
v -- 1. By part (a) for j + 1 = v - 1, [F2~+2(a)l = v and so 
IF2:+3(a)l=v/c2:+3, (for c2j+2=v--1). It follows that c2j+3=v and 
[F2j+3(a)l= 1. Thus G is imprimitive on .C2 which is a contradiction. 
Therefore j+  I < v -  2. In order to identify points of F2j+3(a ) with subsets 
of XU Y we investigate F2j+~(a ) C3F3(7), where y =A WB E F2:+2(a ). It 
follows from induction and from our knowledge of F2:+2 that this set is 
nonempty, so let 7' = A' U B' E F2: + l (a )~ F3(7 ). Then there are exactly two 
4-tuples (Y, h ,  72, 70 such that (7, 70, (72, 70, (72, Y') E F, 7 r 72, 7t ::~ 7t" 
Clearly 72 lies in F2:(a) or Fv+2(a ) and 71 lies in F2j.+ l(a ) or g2j+3(a), and in 







Type 1 Type 2 Type 3 
FIGURE 2 
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Type 1. }'1 @ F2j+l(a), Y2 E F2j(a). Let }'1 =A~ k..)B1, }'2 =A2~B2.  Then 
by induction B 1 =B'  = Y-B  2 ~ Y -B ;  since Yl 4 = Y', A1 :/= A', and we have 
A~ =X- -A  and A 2 = (X -A ' )AA .  Thus y~ and Y2 are uniquely determined 
by 7and y' andB 'nB=r  I ANA'  I=1.  
Type 2. Yl E FZ j+ l (a  ), Y2 E F2j+z(Ot ). Let y~ ---~ A 1 k_) B 1 and 
72 =A~ WB 2. Then by induction A =A 2 =X-A '  =X-A  1. As y:~ }'2, and 
}" 4::71, Br  and B~ =/=B'. Thus BI=(Y -B)c '3 (Y - -Bz )  and 
B' c Y - -B  z. From the sizes of the sets it follows that B n B' consists of one 
point x say, and Y- (BUB' )  consists of two points y and z say. We have 
two choices for B 2, namely, (B -- {x})U {y} and (B -- {x})U {z}, and given 
B2, B 1 is determined uniquely. Thus if there is at least one 4-tuple from y to 
y' of type 2, there are two such 4-tuples and A' =-X-A ,  IB AB '  I = 1. 
Type 3. Y~ @ F2j+3(a), }'2 ~ F:j+2(a). If there is a 4-tuple of type 1 from 
}' to }" then, as there are exactly two 4-tuples from }' to 7', there is a 4-tuple 
of type 3 from y to 7'. If }' is fixed and if x is the number of points y' for 
which there are two 4-tuples of type 3 from }' to }", then we can show as in 
the proof of (a) that 
e2]+3=j+ 2 + 2x / (v - j -1 ) ( J+  1)>/ j+ 2. 
Now G~r is the setwise stabilizer of A U B in G~ and so G,~ has four 
orbits in F2(a ). As F2j+2 is self-paired, a E F2j+2(y ) and so G~ has four 
orbits in 1"2(7 ). The following are three nonempty disjoint subsets of F:(y) 
fixed setwise by G,~: (i)r2(7)nr2~.(a), (ii){rl;rlEF2(y)NF2s+2(a), 
F(7) (h F(rl) c_ F2s+l(a)}, and (iii) {r/; r/E F2(y ) n Fzs + 2(a), F(y) (") F(r/) ___ 
F2j+3(a)}. If F2s+4 is nonempty then F2(y ) NF2]+4(a ) is nonempty and fixed 
by G~ and so these four sets are orbits of G,~. It follows in this case that 
G,~y is transitive on 4-tuples of type 1 and on those of type 3 from y, and 
hence that c2j+3=j+2.  If F2s+4 is empty and if for 71~F2j+3(a), 
F*(y 0 n F2s+s(a ) is nonempty, then/'2(7 ) n F2j+s(a ) is nonempty and fixed 
by G,v. As above e2j+3 = j + 2, and also IF*(y~) n F2j+3(a)l  = 
]F(7OnFej+3(a)l=v--e2j+3. If F2j+4 is empty and if for ylEF2]+3(a ), 
l~*(}'~)nF2s+3(a) is empty, then F*(}'O~_F2]+2(a ) and it follows that 
{a}UF2(a)Ulh(ct)U ... UF2j+z(a ) is a connected component of the F 2- 
graph, which contradicts [9, (1.12)]. Thus we have shown that c2j+ 3 = J + 2, 
and if F2S+3 is the last nonempty member of the/'-sequence then part (c) is 
true. 
If (Y, }'I, }'2, Y') is a 4-tuple of type 3 then there is also a 4-tuple 
(7, }"l, }'~, }") of type 1 from y to 7'. If y = A U B, Y2 = A2 k..) B2,  7' = At t.) B', 
then from the analysis of 4-tuples of type 1 and by induction A' =X-A  z, 
I A NA ' I  = 1, and B' c (y -B)  n (Y -B2) .  If B :/= B 2 then 
B'= (Y -B)N  (Y--B2) so that 7' is uniquely determined by y and }'z. 
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However, given y, Yl, Y2 there are c2 j+2=j+l  > 1 possibilities for 
y' EF3(y)AFEj+I(a). Thus B=B 2. Now A AA 2=A n (X -A ' )= 
A - (A n A') = A - {x} say. The group Gay is the setwise stabilizer of A U B 
in the action of G~ on X~ Y and it follows that G~yr2 is the setwise stabilizer 
of the sets Ix} and A 2 --A = {y} (say) in the action of G~r on X. The only 
proper subgroups of G~r strictly containing G,~ry~ are G~r x and G~yy. As Y2 
determines a unique Y~, G,~2-~ G~m, and as G~y is transitive on F (y )n  
Fz:+3(a), ]Go,~:Go, ml=v- - j - -1 .  It follows that either Ga~l=Gayy, or 
j=  (v- -2) /2  and G~n= G,~y x. Suppose that G,~y~=Go, yx. Now B '= 
Y- (BU{b})  for some bE Y- -B .  Thus if (y,y~,y~,y') is the 4-tuple of 
type 1 from y to y', we must have y~=(X-A) t . . J (Y - (BU Ib})  ), 
y '2=(A-{x})U(BU{b})  and y '=(X- - (AU{y})U{x})U 
(Y-- (B U {b})). Thus G,~,~x b fixes y, Yl, Y], and y~, and as it is transitive on 
X-A  it does not fix Y2 or y' (for IX -A l=v-  1 - j=v /2>~2) .  On the 
other hand y~ E F3(7~) and the two 4-tuples (7~, 7'~, 7, ?~) and (Y~, 7', Y~, Y~) 
are fixed by G~,~ b, which is a contradiction. Thus G~m = G~yy. It follows 
that if we fix y and y x then all possible Y2=A2UB 2 in 
F*(y)nF2j+2(a ) - {y} have Bz=B and A2-A  = {y} (and there are j+  1 
choices of A -A  2 = {x} which give the j + 1 points Y2). It follows that we 
can identify y~ with (X - (AU{y}) )U(Y -B)=A*U 'B*  say; that the 
action of G~ is as given in part (b) and that G~ is the stabilizer of A* UB*  
in XU Y. Moreover F*(y~)N F2j+2(a ) = {A' U (Y -  B*); A' cX- -A* ,  
IA'l = j+ 1 t and C~(h)nFz~+~(a)= {A' ~ B';A* ~A '  ~X,  IA ' -  A* I = 1, 
B' cB* ,  ]B* -B ' ]  = 1}. Thus (b) is true for F2j+3 and there is analogous 
proof for A2j+3. This completes the proof of Proposition 4.3. 
This proposition is now used to obtain the necessary information about 
the F-graph. 
(4.4) LEMMA. (a) The orbital F is self-paired. 
(b) The F-graph has diameter v - 1. 
(c) Two points of l2 are joined in the F-graph if and only if the subsets 
of X U Y with which they are identified are disjoint. 
Proof The F-sequence is nontrivial since F i is defined and nonempty for 
0 ~< i ~ 3. Also by Proposition 4.3, F i is empty if i >/2v - 1 and so there is 
an integer i such that F i (a )~t  ), Fi+l(a)=(L By Proposition 4.3(c), if 
y E Fi(a ) then [F(y)nFi(a)l = v - c i = v -- [(i + 1)/2] ~> 1. Now if v/> 6 all 
suborbits of G o in Fi(a ) are self-paired (for it is easy to show that all 
suborbits of G~ in its action on the set {AUB;  A c_X, IA[=m, B___ IT, 
[B[=n} are self-paired for any O<~m<~v, O<.n<~v-1) .  We can choose 
y = A U B ~ Fi(a ) and Y' = A' U B' E Fi(a ) N F(y). As all suborbits of G, in 
Fi(a ) are self-paired there is an element g E G~ such that yg = y' and y'g = y. 
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Thus (Y', Y) = (Yg, yig) E F and hence F is self-paired. If  v is 4 or 5 then there 
may be a suborbit of G ,  in Fi(a ) which is not self-paired but any such 
suborbit has length at least v - 1. The point y' lies in an orbit of Gay of 
length at most v - -c~= v -  [ ( i+  1)/2] < v -  2, so this orbit is self-paired 
and again we can show that F is self-paired. 
If y = A U B E F~(a) then G~r has two orbits in s  and hence has two 
orbits in F(7). It follows that F(y) ~ Fi(ct ) is an orbit of Gay in Fi(a) of length 
v -- c i, where 0 < v - c i < v - 2. Therefore F(y ) A Fi(a ) consists of all the 
points Y' =A '  UB '  of Fi(a ) for which IA hA ' ]  =x ,  IB~B'I = y, for some 
fixed nonnegative integers x and y. Thus if IAI -- m and IBI -- n then v - ci = 
I r (y )~r ; (a ) l  m v ~ v - ,  ~-(x)(m--x)(y)(n--y)" Now it follows from Proposition 4.3 that 
the F-graph has no cycles of odd length less than 2i + 1. We claim 
(i) I f i - - - - -2 j thenx=0,  B~B'=Y,  and i=v- - l - -y~v- - l .  
(ii) I f i=2 j+ l  theny=0,  AUA'=X,  and i=v- l -x~v-1 .  
Proof of (i). I f  a point a ~ A • A' then there are paths of length i -  1 
from 7 and 7' to X -  {a} E F~(a), and hence there is a circuit of length 
2 i -1  which is a contradiction. Thus x=IA~A' t=O.  Suppose that 
BUB'~ Y -{b  / for some b E Y. As [A I= j>~ 2 we can choose distinct 
points al ,  a2 in A and distinct points a3, a 4 in A'.  Then there are paths of 
length i -3  from y to (X--{a3,a4})t..)tb}EF3(a) and from 7' to 
(X -  {al ,a2})~) {b} ~ F3(a). Also (X -  ta3, a4})t..){b} is joined to {aa}L) 
(Y-{b})EFz(a) which is joined to (X-{al,a3})U{b}~F3(a)which is 
joined to {al} L) (Y -  {b}) ~ F2(a ) which is joined to (X -  {a 1, a2})L) {b}. 
Thus there is a circuit of length 2 i -  1 which is a contradiction. Hence 
Bt_J B' ---- Y and it follows that i=2 j= 2 IBl =v-  1 - IBnB ' [= 
v-- l - -y<~v--1.  
Proof of (ii). By examining the points of Fi_~(a) to which ~, and 7' are 
joined we conclude from the proof of (i) that (X -A)  t~ (X -A ' )  = #, that is 
X=AUA' ,  and hence i=2j+ l=v- l - l .4OA ' I=v- l -x~v-1 .  
Also we conclude that (Y - B) L) (Y - B')  = Y, that is, B (3 B'  = r 
Thus to complete the proof of the lemma we only need to show that 
i = v - 1. Assume that i ~ v - 2, and suppose first that i = 2j is even. Then 
m=lA[=j>/2, n=lB I=v-  1 - j ,  and x=0.  Since i<~v-2, 
- ~-~ ( j )>~C~;)>~(v+ 2~j<v- j -2andsov-2>/v  cj>/(m_x)= ~ -J 2)v/8. 
Thus v 2 - 6v + 16 ~< 0 which is not true for any v/> 4. Thus if i ~< v - 2 then 
i=2 j+ 1 is odd. Then m=[Al=v- l - j ,  n=lB[= j, and y=0.  Since 
i>/v-2,  j> /v - j -3 .  I f  j~>2 then v-2>/v -c i>/ (~")= 
( ' - I - J )  >~ (~-~-J)(v + 1)(v - 1)/8 so that v is 4 or 5; however, in this case 
v-2>~i=2j+l>/5.  Thus j= l ,  x- -v - l - - i=v-4  and so v - -2= 
v - c 3 = (~2) (~_  zz_~)(v - 2) ----- (o~2)(v -- 2). This is impossible for all 
v ~> i + 2 = 5. Thus i = v - 1 and Lemma 4.4 is proved. 
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We have shown that all the vertices of the F -graph can be identified with 
subsets of size v -  1 of the set X U Y of size 2v -  1 (since the F-graph is 
connected),  and it fol lows from Proposit ion 4.3 and the fact that the 
diameter is v -1  that this correspondence is one-to-one. Further,  two 
vertices are jo ined if and only if the subsets with which they are identif ied 
are disjoint. Thus F is the odd graph O~ and G is a subgroup of the group of 
automorphisms $2~_1 of O~. As G~_A~ •  G is $2~ 1 or A2v_ 1 . This 
completes the proof  of  Theorem 4. 
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